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Abstract 
In combat sports, the specificity of the training requires that the athlete improve all performance indicators 
associated with the match. For this reason, muscle power seems to be determinant during the application of 
the techniques that result in scores, specifically punches, kicks, elbows, knees, throwing techniques, transitions 
to the groundwork and some groundwork techniques and sometimes, the win match by knockout. Based in 
these information’s, the present chapter will approach items referring to the muscle power manifestation and 
monitoring, and to the training prescription of exercises for the grappling, striking and mixed combat sports. 
Keywords: Martial arts; combat sports; strength; strength conditioning; strength training. 
1. Introduction 
In combat sports muscle power seems to be determinant during the application of the 
techniques that result in scores, specifically punches, kicks, elbows, knees, throwing techniques, 
transitions to the groundwork and some groundwork techniques. Power is defined as the product of 
force (mass multiplied by acceleration) divided by velocity (distance/time). Therefore, the increase 
of any of these components will improve the athlete's performance in this capacity, provided that the 
others remain constant [1,2]. For example, if the goal is to improve power during the vertical jump, 
the athlete should be able to: [1] jump higher with the same load over the same time; [2] jump with 
the same overload in a shorter time; [3] jump with additional load over the same time; or [4] any 
combination mentioned above. Thus, it is appropriate for the trainer to check in which of these 
characteristics the athlete has a better chance of improving performance, i.e., whether he/she is more 
likely to improve in the force or in the velocity component [3].  
Knowing that there is a linear and positive relationship between maximal strength and 
muscle power, athletes will not achieve the highest power level without first reaching higher levels 
of strength [4,5]. This assertion can be demonstrated by cross-sectional studies that show that 
stronger individuals manifest more muscle power than the weaker ones [6–9]. It is also known by 
sports professionals that strength training programs improve the muscle power performance of 
untrained or moderately trained individuals. However, this influence between strength and muscle 
power seems to decrease when the athlete is already highly trained in this physical component [10]. 
This happens because with increased maximum strength the "window for future adaptations" 
decreases [11]. Therefore, the more trained the athlete is, less trainable he/she will be. This happens 
because there are biological limits for adapting the body and consequently for the muscle strength 
and power development [12]. 
In addition to the influences mentioned above, muscle power is also affected by acute training 
variables, including the type of exercise, the order in which the exercises are performed, number of 
sets and repetitions, and the rest interval between sets and repetitions or group of repetitions 
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(cluster) [13,14]. Additionally, the training means and methods applied to the combat sports athletes 
have also been a topic of investigation [15,16]. However, the intensity to be used is the greatest topic 
of debate concerning the muscle power training prescription. A great variation is observed in the 
recommendations of the intensity, and in some cases, the variation is between 30-60% of 1 repetition 
maximum (1RM), whereas in other cases, the recommended loads are around 80% of 1RM [17] and 
in another cases, it is mentioned that only high loads should be used [18]. The proponents of the use 
of higher loads (80% of 1RM) are based on the "size principle",’ which suggests the application of 
higher loads for the recruitment of motor units with higher activation threshold, fast twitch muscle 
fiber type, which generate greater force than the slow twitch muscle fiber type, with lower activation 
threshold. Muscle power training with this characteristic results in repetitions with slower velocity, 
however, it has been emphasized that the athlete should have the intention of performing the 
movement more as fast as possible, even if this is not possible, so that there is an improvement in 
performance. On the other hand, lighter loads are based on the "specificity principle", in which 
suggests that the athlete can generate greater muscle power and better adaptations when using the 
optimal load. A third group advocates the use of loads with greater amplitude, between 10-80% of 
1RM. This group assumes that training for the development of muscle power involves the use of 
several exercises [19,20], which in turn, generate the greatest power at different intensities. For 
example, during the jump the maximal power is achieved unload whereas the maximum power for 
the squat, power clean and hang power are achieved with loads of ~50%, 70% and 80% of 1RM, 
respectively. Values of optimal load for specific combat sports athletes such as Brazilian jiu-jitsu (BJJ) 
athletes have been determined for exercises frequently used in their training routine [21,22]. The 
optimal load for bench press throw was around 42% of 1RM for both advanced and non-advanced 
BJJ [21], whereas for the prone bench pull the optimal load varied between 45% and 50% of 1RM for 
different power-related variables [22]. 
Another aspect that deserves attention regarding muscle power training is the possibility of 
transference and consequent improvement of the performance in specific gestures of the modality 
practiced, in our case combat sports, by using strength and power exercises [23]. Nowadays, it is not 
possible to determine in which extent the load that maximizes power output performing a general 
exercise is related with power in a specific combat sport action. However, it is inferred that the 
greater the biomechanical similarity of movements and recruitment patterns of muscle fibers, 
greater the specificity and the possibility of transference of performance [13]. Additionally, multi-
articular exercises are more specific and had more possibility of transference in comparison with 
mono-articular exercises [13]. Recent studies have investigated the acute effect of strength, 
plyometric and complex exercises on performance in specific taekwondo [16,24–26] and judo tasks 
[15,27]. The effect of training using specific gestures with overload has also been investigated 
[28,29]. 
The understanding of the strength manifestation in the form of muscle power of the athletes 
is important for the correct elaboration of the training sessions that will compose the training 
planning. More and more, training programs should be based on scientific evidence and principles, 
leaving aside beliefs and conceptions that contribute very little to the athlete's development [12,30]. 
Therefore, this chapter will approach items referring to the muscle power manifestation and 
monitoring, and to the training prescription for the grappling and striking combat sports. 
2. Muscle power solicitation during the match 
2.1. Striking combat sports 
In striking combat sports, muscle power manifests itself mainly at the moment of a technique 
execution and, during a match, several techniques are applied. Therefore, in addition to the condition 
to apply blows with these characteristics, the athlete must be able to do this throughout the match. 
Studies that investigated the time-structure of striking combat sports (taekwondo, karate, muay-
thai) presented an effort and pause ratio of 1:6 to 1:9 [31–33]. This relationship was investigated 
both during competitions and during the match simulation. 
In taekwondo competitions, World Taekwondo (WT) style, the effort and pause ratio is ~1:7 
[33,34]. During a match simulation, the average time of each attack lasts ~1s [34]. Athletes perform 
on average 18 attacks per round. The average time spent with attack actions during each round is 
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~13s. Throughout the match, the athletes perform ~52 attacks, with a total duration of ~39s, as one 
round lasts 120s and the match lasts 360s. Thus, it is possible to understand that the time intended 
for the attack represents ~11% of the duration of each round and, consequently, of the total time of 
the match. During international taekwondo competitions, such as the Olympic Games and the World 
Championships, the average duration of each attack was 1.3s [33]. 
In combat sport studies, the power output is widely assessed via indirect tests like vertical 
jump or countermovement jump (CMJ). It is known that factors such as arm or leg length and body 
mass can limit the performance and interpretations of the results [13,35]. This is a limitation about 
combat studies and tests choices, but is important to highlight that combat sport athletes are more 
homogeneous (because they are well trained and compete in specific weight categories) than the 
non-athlete population, reducing the bias of the use of jump tests as indirect tools to assess the power 
output generated. 
However, it seems that the muscle power manifestation is not adversely affected during the 
taekwondo match. A study that aimed to investigate the muscle power manifestation of high-
performance taekwondo athletes (15 subjects, 4 females and 11 males) during a national level 
competition described higher values, as measured by countermovement jump (CMJ) after the match, 
compared to the measure obtained prior to the match [36]. We can suggest that there was a 
potentiation of CMJ performance when the pre- and post-match moments were compared, as shown 
in Figure 1, generated by the stimulus of the match. 
 
Note: § difference between pre- and post-match moments (p <0.001); * difference between the sexes (p <0.001). 
Figure 1: Performance during counter-movement jumping performed pre- and post-match by taekwondo 
athletes of both sexes (Adapted from Chiodo et al. [36]). 
Additionally, the muscle power manifestation in striking combat sports may vary during the 
match simulation in comparison to the official match. Chaabène et al. [37] investigated whether there 
was a difference in the performance of karate athletes during a simulation compared to an official 
match. It was observed that athletes applied more attacks using upper limbs during the official 
competition (6 ± 3) compared to the match simulation (3 ± 1). Concerning the match intensity, higher 
blood lactate concentrations and rating of perceived exertion were observed after the official match 
in comparison to the simulation. Thus, the physiological responses may differ considerably between 
the simulation and the official match, and it is necessary to analyze case by case, considering the 
combat sport practiced, the competitive level of the athlete and the condition in which the analysis is 
being performed. 
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When a top-level karate athlete - double World champion - was analyzed [38], small 
improvements of 1.1% and 2.9% were observed in the squat jump (SJ) and CMJ performances, 
respectively, after the combat simulation compared to pre-combat. For jump squat, an increase in 
power output was detected after the match simulation compared to pre-match, with values varying 
from 0.6% (when using an additional load of 40% of body mass) up to 7.4% (when the additional 
load was 80% of body mass). Conversely, for bench press throw a decrease in power output was 
found after the match compared to pre-match, with values varying from -0.5% (for a load of 30% of 
body mass) to -8.3% (for a load of 40% of body mass). A decrease in rate of force development (for 
the period between 0-100ms) was revealed for both half-squat (-3.6%) and bench press (-9.8%) 
exercises. The increase in jump squat exercise can be a result of a post-activation potentiation (PAP) 
effect or like named recently as post-activation performance enhancement (PAPE), likely due to the 
small use of kick techniques during the combat and to the long interval observed between successive 
kicks. The term PAPE was suggested recently as alternative to PAP and is applied when 
enhancements of measures of maximal strength, power, and speed are detected following 
conditioning contractions and PAP when exist an increase in muscular force/torque production 
during an electrically-evoked twitch) [39,40]. Conversely, as this athlete used frequent punching 
techniques, the decrease in bench press throw performance likely resulted in fatigue in these muscle 
groups. However, it is important to consider that even this decrease can have a small negative effect 
in punching techniques, as lower-body muscle power is a key element for punching power. 
Consequently, the lower-body post-activation effect observed should counteract the decrease in 
upper-body muscle power. 
Ouergui et al. [41] compared winners and defeated athletes before and after a kickboxing 
match concerning muscle power variable. Winners and defeated kickboxers did not differ in CMJ. 
However, decrease was observed for CMJ (pre: 39.3 ± 4.7; post: 35.7 ± 5.0 cm) suggesting that match-
induced fatigue impaired muscle power performance. 
2.2. Grappling combat sports  
In grappling combat sports, muscle power is manifested during throwing techniques and in 
the attempts to displace the opponent. During the throwing technique execution, the athlete must 
frequently throw himself/herself to generate very high-power values to be successful to throw 
his/her opponent. Some studies on the match temporality indicate that the grappling combat sports 
(judo, BJJ, wrestling) present an effort-pause ratio of 2:1 or 3:1 [42–45]. 
Two studies that aimed to investigate the effects of the Olympic wrestling competition 
simulation on vertical jump performance [46,47]. In the first study, conducted with the freestyle, the 
athletes performed a simulation composed of a total of five matches: three in the first day and two in 
the second day [47]. As shown in Figure 2, the performance generated after match 1, 2 and pre-match 
three was higher than that generated in pre-match four.  
 
Figure 2: Vertical jump 
performance 




Kraemer et al. [47]). 
 
Note: * different from the 
4th pre-match (p <0.05). 
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In the second study, conducted with the Greco-Roman style, the five matches were performed 
in the same day [46]. Before and after each simulation the athletes performed the vertical jump. It 
was observed a reduction of jump height in the fourth match compared to the first match, as can be 
observed in Figure 3. 
 
Note: *different from the respective values of the first fight (p <0.05). 
Figure 3: Vertical jump performance performed pre- and post-matches by Greco-Roman wrestlers (Adapted 
from Barbas et al. [46]). 
Among judo athletes, no power reduction was observed during a day of competition 
simulation. Before and after each match the athletes performed the concentric phase of the squat 
exercise. As can be seen in Figure 4, there was no statistically significant change in performance. 
Thus, despite trying to associate high blood lactate concentrations with a metabolically unfavourable 
environment for the muscle power manifestation, there is currently no evidence to confirm this 
[48,49].  
 
Figure 4: Relative (A) and (B) absolute power generated during the concentric phase of the squat performed 
pre and post-match by judo athletes (Adapted from Bonitch-Domínguez et al. [48]). 
In another study carried out with judo athletes, there was a statistical difference in CMJ height 
pre-match compared with post second and third matches, and post first match compared with post 
second and third matches (Figure 5) [50]. The authors mention that the performance drop was ~3%. 
However, it is worth noting that the authors of this study did not present the coefficient of variation 
of the athletes for the CMJ test, therefore it is possible to attribute the difference found to the 
variation of each athlete to the performance of the CMJ. 
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Note: † different (p <0.05) from the pre-match moment; ‡ different (p <0.05) from post-match moment 1. 
Figure 5: Performance in the countermovement jump of judo athletes before and after successive matches 
(Adapted from Detanico et al. [51]). 
The neuromuscular performance was also investigated among BJJ athletes after successive 
matches. In one of the studies, the athletes performed three matches with a 15-minutes rest interval 
between them [49]. The performance tests were applied in two moments, pre-match 1 and post-
match 3. As can be seen in Figure 6, there was an improvement in CMJ, but there was no change in 
ballistic bench press performance. 
 
Note: * different from pre-match 1 (p <0.05). 
Figure 6: Performance in the countermovement jump and ballistic bench press performed by Brazilian jiu-
jitsu athletes before and after successive matches (Adapted from Silva et al. [49]). 
In another study, performed with BJJ athletes, there was a decreased performance in the 
vertical jump after a match and before the next match [52]. This difference may be a result of the 
post-activation potentiation generated during match 2 and manifested during the test performed 
after the end of the match and the return of the performance to the resting values, presented before 
the match three. This effect is possible since between the end of a match and the beginning of the 
next the athletes went through a sufficiently long rest so that the effects of the PPA dissipated. Thus, 
although BJJ is a modality in which athletes perform powerful gestures to throw their opponents, it 
is possible to affirm that the match, or successive matches carried out on the same day, does not affect 
or affect positively the muscle power of lower limbs and does not affect the muscle power of upper 
limbs, as can be observed in Figure 6 (A and B) and 7. 
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Note: * different from post-match moment 2 (p <0.05). 
Figure 7: Vertical jumping performance pre- and post-match Brazilian jiu-jitsu athletes (Adapted from 
Andreato [52]). 
Andreato et al. [53] investigated the effects of different simulated match durations on CMJ 
performance. These authors reported that CMJ height did not change after matches of 2 min (40 ± 4 
cm), 5 min (40 ± 5 cm), 8 min (40 ± 2 cm) and 10 min (41 ± 4 cm) compared to a control condition 
(39 ± 3 cm). Additionally, CMJ did not differ between the different match durations. Indeed, a non-
significant variation of 1 ± 1 cm/min was observed between pre-match and 2-min matches and 0 ± 0 
cm/min for matches lasting 5, 8 and 10 min. Therefore, it was concluded that the lower-body 
overload is small during BJJ matches, which is confirmed by the low report of fatigue for the muscle 
groups in this segment, and this can explain the absence of decreased lower-body muscle 
performance along matches with different durations. 
In a similar approach, Julio et al. [54] analyzed the effects of different simulated judo match 
durations (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 min) on CMJ height, and found increased values post-match compared to 
pre-match, although no differences were found between matches with different durations. This result 
was attributed to the high-level of the athletes tested, which may have not developed lower-body 
fatigue during the matches, and especially due to a post-activation potentiation effect because the 
tests were executed 7-min post-match, an interval considered optimal for the potentiation to occur 
[55]. 
No many studies analyzed the effect of combat sports specific training on muscle power-
related variables [56]. This knowledge is quite relevant to improve training organization, as muscle 
damage and recovery processes affect the subsequent performance, which consequently may impact 
training adaptation. Detanico et al. [56] investigate the effects of a 90-min typical judo training 
session on shoulder internal and external rotation peak torque and CMJ height. These variables were 
measured before the training session and 48 after its completion. They did not observe any change 
in shoulder rotation external peak torque (Figure 8, part A) or internal peak torque (Figure 8, part 
B), or CMJ peak power (Figure 8, part C). However, CMJ height decreased after the training session 
compared to before (Figure 8, part D). The authors considered that as upper-body judo gestures 
involve mainly concentric and isometric actions and judo athletes are adapted to the judo-specific 
demand, muscle damage was not elevated. Moreover, to avoid fatigue in such a long session it is likely 
that the judo athletes executed their actions in a lower intensity than during official matches or 
isolated simulated matches. Another possibility is that the long recovery period (i.e., 48h) allowed a 
full recovery and, therefore, no change was observed for shoulder internal and external rotation peak 
torque. Conversely, the decrease in CMJ height is probably related to the high eccentric-concentric 
load (i.e., stretch-shortening cycle) during lower-body actions executed in the training session, which 
can induce muscle damage and performance decrement.  
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Note: * different from before training (p <0.05). 
Figure 8: Neuromuscular parameters of shoulder external and internal rotation torque and vertical jump 
performance obtained before and 48 hours after the training (Adapted from Detanico et al. [56]). 
2.3. Mixed Combat Sports 
The muscle power is also manifested in the mixed combat sports during the application of 
blows and attempts of displacements. The mixed combat sports present an intermediate effort-pause 
ratio compared to the grappling and striking combat sports, normally around 1:2 to 1:4 [50]. 
Although we did not find any investigation assessing muscle power changes over a MMA match, it 
was reported that for MMA athletes, those with high competitive level presented higher relative 
impulse with additional loads of 0% to 50% of body mass, relative impulse in 300 ms with additional 
loads of 25% to 100% of body mass, peak power and velocity, mean power and velocity with 
additional loads 0% to 100% of body mass, peak of rate of force development with additional loads 
of 0% to 100% of body mass, and mean rate of force development with additional loads of 25% to 
100% of body mass during the SP compared with lower level athletes [57]. These results indicate 
that muscle power is a key variable to properly discriminate higher and lower levels MMA athletes.  
3. Muscle power requisition during combat sports-specific situations 
During the performance of striking techniques, muscle power has been considered an 
important parameter for obtaining the knockout or to score [58,59]. Studies with muscle power 
analysis in specific actions have confirmed this idea. The muscle power during the execution of the 
straight punches in a dynamometer specifically developed for the boxing was greater in elite boxers 
with both the rear (4800 ± 601 a.u.) and lead hands (2847 ± 596 a.u.) in relation to intermediate 
boxers (rear hand = 3722 ± 375 a.u., lead hand = 2283 ± 355 a.u.) and beginners in the modality (rear 
hand = 2381 ± 328 a.u.; lead hand = 1604 ± 273 a.u.) [58], indicating the importance of this variable 
in the boxers development or in their selection process. 
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During throwing techniques, muscle power has also been considered extremely relevant [60–
62]. Iteya et al. [61] reported higher power values in the sleeve pull movement in Japanese elite judo 
athletes in relation to university and regional level athletes. As the pulling movement is important 
for the opponent's imbalance and can reach values of 3.0 N/kg in the pull of the sleeve and 1.5 N/kg 
in the pull of the collar [60], the improvement of muscle power for execution of these actions is 
paramount for the successful execution of throwing techniques. Confirming the relevance of the 
muscle power during the kuzushi (unbalance) phase, Helm et al. [63] reported that elite judo athletes 
generated higher levels of power in the pulling arm (power = 420.9 ± 49.1 W, 3.9 ± 1.0 W/kg) and 
lifting arm (power = 246.0 ± 66.3 W, 2.7 ± 0.7 W/kg) during a pulling action in a specific ergometer 
compared to sub-elite judo athletes (pulling arm power = 245.5 ± 72.7 W, 3.1 ± 0.8 W/kg; lifting arm 
power = 138.1 ± 82.3 W, 2.1 ± 0.7 W/kg). Additionally, during the execution of the throwing 
techniques, athletes need high power in the lower limbs [64]. In fact, Zaggelidis, Lazaridis, 
Malkogiorgos, and Mavrovouniotis [62] reported higher values of vertical ground reaction force in 
advanced-level judo athletes during harai-goshi (4.0 ± 0.6 times body weight) compared to beginners 
(3.3 ± 0.2 times body weight). Additionally, advanced athletes reached the peak force in less time in 
the two executed techniques (harai-goshi = 117 ± 33 ms; uchi-mata = 127 ± 20 ms) compared to 
beginners (harai-goshi = 178 ± 29 ms, uchi-mata = 197 ± 27 ms). 
In addition to the aspects traditionally considered for the elaboration of strength training, it 
is necessary to consider, for combat sports athletes, some important additional aspects: (1) the 
determinant scoring actions during the matches involve recruiting different body segments in a 
different way, i.e., it is very common for the upper and lower limbs to perform asymmetrical actions, 
something that is uncommon in classical exercises used during strength training sessions; (2) many 
throwing and kicking techniques involve high power application with reduced support base, i.e., the 
completion of execution is done with only one foot - and often only the forefoot-in contact with the 
ground [1]. Thus, exercises that contemplate these characteristics must be incorporated into the 
training process. 
4. Monitoring and control of the evolution of muscle power in combat sports athletes 
As sport professionals, the first goal is to carry out the training planning and, in the sequence, 
to execute it aiming at the improvement of the athletic performance, mainly in competitions. The first 
goal seems to be a less complicated task. Efficient planning can be done if the principles of specificity, 
overload and progression are followed [1,65]. But unfortunately, it is not part of the planning of many 
coaches to monitor the most important physical capacities for competitive success in certain sports. 
Without a proper monitoring of the athlete throughout the season, it is very difficult to know if the 
athlete is responding to the training program in an expected way. Often this important step is 
neglected by lack of interest on the part of coaches or by lack of criteria for choosing and applying 
the tests. Therefore, in this section some criteria that should be considered for the choice of a test 
will be presented, later the tests used to measure muscle power in the grappling and striking combat 
sports will be presented, and finally, suggestions regarding the moment of throughout the 
competitive season of the athlete will be made. 
4.1. Criteria for Test Choice 
According to Kiss and Böhme [66], the following criteria must be considered when choosing 
a test, regardless of age, sex and sport: 
• Definition of the objectives of the program: the initial phase, after defining the objectives of 
the program, it will be possible to choose the tests best suited to the needs and objectives 
proposed. 
• Origin and year of publication of the test: in some cases, it may be that the test has undergone 
adaptations or that a new test, more appropriate to our needs, has been created. 
• Test objective: does it offer the measure for the intended physical capacity? 
• Age and gender to which the test is intended: Is it appropriate to apply this test to my 
athletes? Is there any way of comparison and classification? 
• The scientific authenticity of the test: is the test valid and reliable? 
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• Standardization of the test: is the test well described and standardized? 
• By what means the results obtained can be interpreted and evaluated: how will the result be 
used? Is there a standard or will a comparison be made with the results of my athlete or group 
of athletes? 
• The possibility of application: Do I have the material to apply the test? Is the space adequate? 
Are the evaluators prepared, do they know the procedures for applying the test? Is there time 
available? 
• The degree of test difficulty: can my athlete understand the procedures and objectives of the 
test? 
• Results offered: are the results accurate? How will the results be used to prescribe the 
training? 
4.2. Tests used to measure muscle power in grappling and striking combat sports 
Usually, four methods are used to calculate muscle power [67,68]: (1) The first method 
describes the displacement data; (2) The second involves the ground reaction force, given by a force 
platform; (3) The third method involves a combination of ground reaction force and displacement 
data; (4) The fourth method involves the use of an accelerometer. 
The linear position transducer consists of a compact box, which contains a flexible steel cable 
wound in a coil, the end of which comes out through a hole in the box [69]. The end of the cable is 
attached to the bar so that it can only be monitored in the upright position. A spring on the coil keeps 
the cable under enough strain to return when there is no external pulling force. The linear position 
transducer and its use can be seen in Figure 9, 10 (A-F) and 11 (A-D). 
  
Figure 9: Linear position transducer. Figure 10: Exercise of the bench press exercise with a linear 
position transducer attached to the bar. 
 
Figure 11: Execution of the loaded squat jump exercise with linear position transducer attached to the bar. 
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The force platform can capture the impact exerted on its surface, called the ground reaction 
force. Generally, the force platform is used in the horizontal position, however, it has recently been 
positioned in vertical so that it can be used by combat sports athletes during the application of a 
punch [59]. The use of the force platform in the horizontal and vertical position can be observed in 
Figure 12 (A-C) and 13 (A and B). 
 
Figure 12: Force platform in the horizontal (A and B) and vertical (C) positions. 
 
Figure 13: Strength platform and linear position transducer being used while performing the squat exercise. 
The fourth method is to use an accelerometer. The accelerometer produces a voltage equal to 
the acceleration it suffers [69]. Modern equipment is small and light. However, it is noteworthy that 
the methods described above have some limitations, such as the inability to measure the muscle 
power of complex actions. These methods can be used mainly during linear movements. 
Another way to measure the muscle power in athletes and practitioners of combat sports is 
through tests involving some variations of the vertical, horizontal and drop jumps, which are widely 
used among athletes involved with striking combat sports such as boxing [30], karate [70,71] and 
taekwondo [72]. These tests are also used among grappling combat sports such as judo [73] and jiu-




Execution of the 
vertical jump with 
countermovement 
(A-C). 
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Figure 15: Performing the drop jump to determine the optimal height (A-C). 
4.3. Striking and grappling combat sports measurements 
In striking combat sports, muscle power is measured during tests in which the athlete 
performs a single blow, and the punch is the main technique used, measured by a force platform and 
the accelerometer. These tests have differentiated athletes according to the competitive level (elite, 
intermediate and beginner) [58] and performance during a match (winners and losers) [74]. 
Smith et al. [58] measured performance during two punches, jab and straight, by boxers of 
different competitive levels (elite, intermediate and novice). As expected, the elite group athletes 
performed better than the intermediate group athletes, who in turn presented superior performance 
to the novice athletes (Jab – elite: 2847 ± 225 N; intermediate: 2283 ± 126 N; novice: 1604 ± 97 N; 
straight – elite: 4800 ± 227 N; intermediate: 3722 ± 133 N; novice: 2381 ± 116 N). The performance 
during the direct punch was higher than the jab for all groups tested. 
Loturco et al. [75] analyzed the relationship between impact during fixed distance jab, self-
selected distance jab, fixed distance cross and self-selected cross punches with the muscle power and 
maximal isometric force and found positive relationships varying from 0.67 to 0.85. Muscle power 
and maximal isometric force variables included the CMJ height, mean propulsive power during jump 
squat and bench throw, maximum isometric force and rate of force development during squat and 
bench press. Therefore, muscle power and maximal isometric force are variables that when 
improved are likely to positive affect punch impact, which is a key element in boxing performance. 
Thus, these variables can be used during training monitoring and during strength and conditioning 
training sessions. 
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Dunn et al. [76] reported positive relationships between boxing punch force, punch impulse 
and punch force at 5ms and lower-body strength characteristics, but not with lower-body rate of 
force development or upper-body strength and power variables in male amateur boxers. Specifically, 
peak punch force for was positively correlated with CMJ force (r = 0.683) and isometric midthigh pull 
force (r = 0.680), suggesting that maximal strength development is related to punching performance. 
Moreover, they found significant differences between boxers with the highest and lowest punch 
forces for isometric midthigh pull force and rate of force development percentage, CMJ force and 
power, with higher values for those boxers who had the highest punch forces.  
Another test used to evaluate boxers is the frequency speed of punch (FSP) [77]. The FSP 
consists of three steps. In the first one the speed of a single blow, the jab, is measured. In the second 
step, punches are executed during 5s. Finally, in the third step, the athlete hits for 15s. The FSP 
presented good reproducibility for the three steps (r = 0.84 and 0.95). However, the FSP did not 
differentiate athletes by their competitive level during the application of a single punch, but when 
the application of punches during 5s and 15s were executed there was a statistical difference 
between competitive levels (amateurs vs athletes - 5s: 25 rep vs 31 rep; 15s: 79 rep vs 89 rep). This 
difference may not have existed in the first study because there were no elite athletes among the 
groups [77]. 
To investigate the acceleration during a punch (giaku-tsuki), international level karate 
athletes were studied [71]. The athletes performed the punch in four different conditions: 1) fixed 
distance, aiming to generate the highest velocity; 2) fixed distance, aiming to generate the greatest 
impact; 3) self-selected distance, aiming to generate the highest speed; and 4) self-selected distance, 
aiming to generate the greatest impact. Male athletes performed better than female athletes. There 
was a statistical difference in the acceleration of the punch, with the superiority of condition 4 over 
condition 1, for athletes of both sexes. 
Other tests performed with non-specific gestures are used to measure muscle power among 
karate athletes [71,74]. The squat and the propulsive bench press, using the load related to the 
athlete's body mass [71] and also percentages of 1RM [74]. Loturco et al. [71] analyzed whether there 
was a correlation between body mass and the acceleration of the giaku-tsuki punch technique 
between bench press and squat exercises performed with propulsion between winner and loser 
athletes [74]. In this condition, it was reported a higher muscle power by the winning athletes during 
the exercise of the bench press exercise and squat in comparison to the defeated athletes (peak 
muscle power – 30% bench press: 253 W ± 9 W vs. 206 W ± 6 W; 30% squat: 299 W ± 6 W vs. 270 W 
± 23 W). Roschel et al. [74] investigated whether the intensity of the exercise could differentiate the 
level of the athletes. The authors reported that the exercise performed with a more intense load (60% 
1RM) did not differentiate the winning and defeated athletes in terms of muscle power generation in 
squat and bench press exercises [74]. This test performed with lighter loads (30% of 1RM) seems to 
differentiate high-performance karate athletes (winners and losers). 
For grappling combat sports, the optimal load has been determined for the bench press throw 
[21] and for the prone bench pull [22]. Silva et al. [21] determined the bench press throw peak power 
for advanced and non-advanced BJJ athletes and reported that groups did not differ concerning 
power achieved with 30% (advanced: 972 ± 166 W; non-advanced: 890 ± 146 W), 40% (advanced: 
1015 ± 197 W; non-advanced: 931 ± 156 W), 50% (advanced: 1032 ± 173 W; non-advanced: 906 ± 
126 W), and 60% of 1RM (advanced: 901 ± 176 W; non-advanced: 885 ± 135 W). When both groups 
were considered together the values achieved with 60% of 1RM were lower than those achieved with 
40% and 50% of 1RM, but did not differ from those with 30% of 1RM. Additionally, for the advanced 
group, the values achieved with 60% of 1RM were lower than those with 40% and 50% of 1RM, but 
these differences were not found for the non-advanced group. Moreover, when groups were 
considered isolated or whole, the optimal load was approximately 42% of 1RM. 
Tavares et al. [22] compared these same percentages of 1RM, but using the prone bench pull 
exercise and indicated that mean power mean velocity, mean propulsive power and mean propulsive 
velocity were lower during 30% and 60% of 1RM compared with 50% and 60% of 1RM, whereas 
mean propulsive power with 50% of 1RM resulted in higher values than 40% of 1RM (Table 1). The 
polynomial adjustment indicated that the optimal load for all power and velocity-related variables 
was 45%.  
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Table 1: Percentage of one-repetition maximum (1RM), absolute load, mean power (MP), mean velocity 
(MV), mean propulsive power (MPP) and mean propulsive velocity (MPV) during the prone bench pull 
executed by Brazilian jiu-jitsu athletes (adapted from Tavares et al. [22]). 
Intensity Load (kg) MP (W) MV (m/s) MPP (W) MPV (m/s) 
30% 1RM 26.6 ± 7.9 950.2 ± 177.2a 0.95 ± 0.05a 1037.7 ± 130.3a 0.97 ± 0.04a 
40% 1RM 35.7 ± 10.6 2289.5 ± 163.8 1.11 ± 0.07 1350.6 ± 123.2 1.21 ± 0.07 
50% 1RM 44.6 ± 13.2 1135.5 ± 151.93 1.12 ± 0.06 1472.1 ± 133.9b 1.27 ± 0.06 
60% 1RM 53.6 ± 15.9 930.7 ± 88.5a 0.88 ± 0.08a 1110.2 ± 80.7a 0.89 ± 0.08a 
aLower values than 40% 1RM and 50% 1RM (p < 0.05); bGreater values than 40% 1RM (p < 0.05). 
4.4. Application throughout the competitive season 
According to Kiss and Böhme [66], the evaluation of sports training should be performed 
before, during and after the sports training phases, with the following purposes: 
a) At the beginning of the season: it has the function of diagnosing the condition of the athlete 
and the elaboration of goals to be achieved. This evaluation is called diagnostic. 
b) During the season: it has the function of monitoring the training process and reaching the 
proposed objectives. If necessary, the objectives should be reformulated. This assessment is 
called formative. 
c) At the end of the season or a specific phase: it has the function of attesting the effectiveness 
and the achievement of the objectives proposed for the training process. This assessment is 
called summative. 
Performing initial performance tests after conducting a needs analysis to achieve high 
performance contribute to the completion of the planning and the tests applied throughout the 
season provide feedback for the planning and implementation of the training program as expected. 
The performance evaluations at the beginning, during and throughout the season are usually 
conducted in several modalities [78–80]. In combat sports it is no different, the performance tests 
are applied throughout the season to monitor the performance of the athlete [81], being intensified 
with the proximity of the competitions [82,83]. 
Taekwondo athletes had their muscle power tested weekly for a period of nine weeks prior 
to boarding for the 2008 Beijing Olympics [82]. The tests used for this purpose were vertical jump 
variations. This retrospective study showed that athletes improved muscle power during the pre-
competition period. With weekly tests to measure the performance of athletes, there was a 
monitoring of the training program applied, allowing adjustments to the training routine in case the 
objectives were not reached. Another important point was the test used, the vertical jump, which was 
probably chosen for the easy attainment of the measure since it requires only the use of a contact 
mat and the accomplishment of a task usually known by athletes of different sports modalities. 
Paralympic judo athletes had their muscle power assessed along a Paralympic cycle, 
including ParaPan American Games, World Championship and Paralympic Games [84]. The authors 
applied the SJ, CMJ, prone bench pull, jump squat and bench press in different moments from June 
2013 to August 2016 to monitor the muscle power of these parathletes and identified that the best 
results were achieved close to the Paralympic Games. 
5. Longitudinal studies on the manifestation of muscle power in combat sports athletes 
To date, few longitudinal studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of training on 
combat sports athletes' muscle power manifestation. However, it seems that sports professionals 
should be aware of the variation of the training (periodization) and the choice and specificity of the 
exercises, only in this way the training can cause positive effects to the performance of the athletes 
[85]. Additionally, it seems that traditional strength training does not cause positive changes in the 
performance of the gesture performed during the match of athletes involved in the practice of 
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striking combat sports [86]. In order to cause the desired adaptations, more specialized training is 
required in highly specialized athletes [4,5]. 
In the Ke-tien study [85], the objective was to describe the effect of 20 weeks of strength 
training and muscle power on taekwondo athletes’ performance. The muscle strength and power 
training was divided into five phases, with the following objectives: 1) weeks 1-6: general physical 
conditioning (4 exercises, 25-40 repetitions, intensity between 25-45% of 1RM); 2) weeks 7-12: 
muscle hypertrophy (8 exercises, ~ 10 repetitions, intensity between 75-85% of 1RM); 3) weeks 13-
16: maximum strength (7 exercises, 3-5 repetitions , intensity between 40% of 1RM to hang snatch, 
45% of 1RM to power clean and hang clean and 95% of 1RM to another exercises); and 4) weeks 17-
20: muscle power (6 exercises, 3-5 repetitions, intensity between 80-90% of 1RM). The training was 
conducted three times a week. The athletes performed the SJ and the jump with CMJ before and after 
20 weeks of training. Athletes increased jump height after the training period, as can be seen in Figure 
16. Athletes improved 7.1% and 3.3% in SJ and CMJ, respectively. 
 
Note: * statistically significant difference (p <0.05) between the pre- and post-intervention moments in both tests. 
Figure 16: Performance in muscle power test after 20 weeks of training (Adapted from Ke-tien [85]). 
The study by Tsai et al. [87] aimed to compare the effect of three different training structures, 
performed over a period of 8 weeks, using taekwondo athletes. The groups trained as follows: 1) 
training using half squat exercise; 2) combination of vertical jump and half squat exercise, and 3) 
combination of horizontal jumping and half squat exercise. The volume and intensity used are shown 
in Table 2. Athletes who performed traditional strength training, using only the squat exercise, 
improved maximum strength (Figure 17 B). On the other hand, athletes who performed the training 
using variations of plyometric exercises improved the maximum power, maximum strength, speed 
and time of a blow (Figure 17 A, B, C, and E). 
Table 2: Training protocol used by taekwondo athletes (Tsai et al. [87]). 
Strength training (squat) 
Weeks Intensity (%) Repetitions Rest interval (min) 
1st -2nd  80 5 2 
3rd -4th 85 4 2 
5th -6th  90 3 2 
7th -8th  95 2 2 
Power training (drop jump) 
Weeks Intensity (cm) Repetitions Rest interval (min) 
1st -2nd  50 10 3 
3rd -4th 57 10 3 
5th -6th  64 10 3 
7th -8th  71 10 3 
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Note: * difference between pre- and post-at the same points (p <0.05). 
Figure 17: Pre and post-training performance of taekwondo athletes (Adapted from Tsai et al. [87]). 
The study by Voigt and Klaussen [88] investigated the effect of three strength training 
routines on the muscle power of the punch performed by karate athletes. The duration of the training 
was 20 weeks. The karate’s group 1 (G1) underwent strength training for 16 weeks with heavy loads 
combined with training with light loads in the punching bag, followed by four weeks of intensive 
training in the punching bag. The karate’s group 2 (G2) underwent training in the punching bag 
combined with punch exercises and intensification of training between the eighth and the sixteenth 
weeks. Group 3 (G3) was formed by non-karate athletes who performed sixteen weeks of strength 
training, followed by seven weeks without strength training. The results were as follows: all groups 
presented performance improvement for dynamic force, between 14% and 53%. G1 showed an 
increase in hand (10.1%) and shoulder speed (34.7%) during the first sixteen weeks of strength 
training. G2 presented an increase in the angular velocity of the shoulder until the sixteenth week 
(34.7%). G3 did not show any increase in angular velocity of the hand and shoulder but showed an 
improvement in the angular velocity of the elbow during the initial sixteen weeks (12.8%). Between 
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the sixteenth and twentieth weeks, the G1 reduced the maximum shoulder velocity, without 
significant change in muscle strength. During this period the karate athletes discontinued strength 
training with high loads and kept only the training in the punching bag. Strength training with high 
loads carried out isolated did not influence the speed of specific movement of karate athletes. On the 
other hand, specific punch training was effective in increasing punch velocity and better utilizing the 
stretching-shortening cycle of the shoulder flexor and elbow extensors muscles. Finally, the results 
indicated that strength training is able to improve movement speed only when combined with 
specific punch training. 
In the study by Seo et al. [89] the effect of 8 weeks of physical training on the performance of 
taekwondo athletes was investigated. Athletes performed strength, muscle power, and metabolic 
training during the 8 weeks. When the results of the pre- and post-tests were compared, there was a 
variation of 0.2% for male athletes and 2.2% for female athletes (values in delta percentage). 
However, there was no statistical difference between the pre- and post-training moments. The mean 
value of the horizontal jump is shown in Figure 18. Probably, the result achieved in this study should 
be associated with the lack of specificity of the training performed. 
 
Figure 18: Performance in the horizontal jump pre- and post-20 weeks of training (Adapted from Seo et al. 
[89]). 
Training programs for strength and muscle power using conventional gestures alter the 
performance of untrained or non-athletes [90]. However, more specific power training is needed to 
improve the performance of elite athletes [90]. Among taekwondo athletes, Jakubiak and Saunders 
[28] had the objective of investigating the effect of a specific training technique (Bandal-Tchagui), 
against the resistance of an elastic band, on the development of muscle power. Twelve taekwondo 
athletes were divided into two groups with six athletes in each group. The athletes performed the 
training three times per week for four weeks. The taekwondo training sessions were not interrupted. 
The training was composed by three sets of six repetitions with 1-min rest interval between sets. The 
number of sets and the strength provided by elastic increased progressively. Each week an exercise 
set was added, and the elastic tube was lengthened by 30 cm. This elongation of the elastic tube 
linearly increases the resistance against movement. There was a statistical difference in the 
experimental group. The athletes who performed the training improved the semicircular kick speed 
(Bandal-Tchagui) after the training period in comparison to the movement performed before the 
training period, whereas the athletes in the control group had a non-significant variation of 0.1%. 
The velocity of the bandal tchagui was improved in five of the six athletes in the experimental group 
(between 5% and 17%), but increased in only one athlete in the control group (6%). One-point worth 
emphasizing is that the resistance imposed by the elastic band cannot be so high as to be detrimental 
to the movement pattern of the technique that will be performed. Thus, an additional overload, 
caused by the elastic band, will only be beneficial if the technique pattern is not changed. 
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The study by Olsen and Hopkins [29] aimed to investigate the effects of training conducted 
with ballistic action attempts on kicking performance. The dependent variables used were: frontal 
kick, lateral kick and a blow with the palm of the hand. The study participants were divided into two 
groups, the experimental group (n = 13) and the control group (n = 9). The experimental group 
underwent strength training during the first 8 weeks, three times per week, two sets in the first week 
and three sets between the second and eighth weeks. Subsequently, the athletes of the experimental 
group performed strength training and ballistic training between the tenth and ninth weeks. 
Conventional strength training was performed twice per week. Ballistic training was performed 
three times per week, with a volume of four sets of ten repetitions during weeks ten and eleven, 
increasing to five sets of ten repetitions between weeks twelve and nine, in addition to practicing 
combat sports-specific training. The control group underwent combat sports-specific training during 
the first nine weeks, followed by additional front kick training three times a week. During weeks 10 
and 11, four sets of ten repetitions per leg were performed. During the weeks twelve to nineteen, five 
sets of ten repetitions per leg were performed. The experimental group, which performed the 
conventional strength training, obtained a 12% improvement in the force generated during the 
frontal kick, in comparison to the control group. Ballistic training and conventional force training 
reduced lateral kick strength by 15% but increased movement speed by 11-21%. Ballistic training 
was more efficient at improving the performance of more experienced athletes. Thus, attempting to 
perform ballistic movements during training may be the best strategy for skilled athletes in combat 
sports where the strength and speed of movement execution are critical variables for performance. 
Franchini et al. [91] aimed to determine the most efficient strength training method for judo 
athletes. Thirteen athletes participated in the study and were divided into two groups. Three strength 
training sessions were conducted for eight weeks, as shown in Table 3. Athletes performed a test 
battery before and after the training period. The measure of muscle power used was the horizontal 
jump. The first group, composed of six athletes performed the linear periodization, the second group, 
composed of seven athletes performed the non-linear undulating periodization. After the training 
period, there was no statistical difference between the groups nor between the pre- and post-
moments for muscle power (Figure 19). 
Table 3: Periodization of strength training used in the study by Franchini et al. [91]. 
 Linear Non-Linear (undulating) 
 1st week 2nd week 1st week 2nd week 
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Note: RM: Repetition Maximum 
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Figure 19: Performance in the horizontal jump before and after eight weeks of strength training with 
different load distributions (Adapted from Franchini et al. [91]). 
Marques et al. [92] applied block periodization concepts to national and international level 
judo athletes and compared their responses to such training process, with five weeks of accumulation 
phase, five weeks of transmutation phase and three weeks of realization phase. During the 
accumulation phase, athletes executed strength exercises and conditioning workouts to develop 
judo-specific strength (i.e., muscle power in lower- and upper-body and strength-endurance in 
upper-body - especially the forearm muscles - and core regions). For the transmutation phase, 
training was directed to develop muscle power, including weight training, plyometrics and judo-
specific actions. During the realization phase, the training was similar to the transmutation phase, 
but the volume was reduced and judo technical actions were the main focus of the training phase. 
The authors tested the athletes concerning muscle power (CMJ and SJ), judo-specific test (SJFT) and 
maximal strength (row exercise 1RM). For the muscle power variables assessed there were no effects 
of competitive level, training phase or interaction. Although lower-body muscle power is relevant for 
judo performance, the fact that both CMJ and SJ are shorter than the duration of a judo throwing 
technique (approximately 1.14s) and are executed with no load, are aspects that have been used to 
suggest that the typical judo training adaptation could not be detected by these tests [93].  
Kostikiadis et al. [94] compared the effects of a 4-week low-volume strength and conditioning 
training program based on circuit training with a regular conditioning training program. Strength 
and conditioning training were performed three times per week every 2 days (Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday), whereas in the intermediate three days (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday), all athletes followed 
the same MMA training, focused on technical skills, striking and grappling. The strength training 
group executed strength and power exercises (i.e., squat, bench press and deadlift at 80-95% of 1RM 
followed by 3 CMJ jumps, 2-kg medicine ball throws, and jump shrugs with 45% of the deadlift load 
after each set, respectively, with 1 min rest between the three repetitions of each power exercise), 
and 10 min after they performed a rowing aerobic high-intensity interval training (details not 
provided here due to the goals of the present chapter) in the first and third sessions of the week. The 
second session in each week was directed to improve muscle power and speed (i.e., loaded jump 
squats in a Smith machine, with 4-min intervals, during which they performed drop jumps using 
individual optimal drop height, with 12s intervals; 4 sets of 8 reps of a 4-kg medicine jab punch 
throws. After 1.5 min of rest between sets, they performed 8 plyometric push-ups, with 12s between 
repetitions; then, the athletes performed 5 x 10m weighted sled maximum sprints with 4-min 
intervals, using loads to allow for a fatigue index lower than 10%, and 5 x 10 m unloaded sprints with 
4-min intervals; then, a sprint interval training, involving 6 x 40 m shuttle sprints with change of 
direction each 10 m and 20s intervals between sets). The other group followed their regular strength 
and conditioning training routine plus the following training sessions: First and third sessions – 
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circuit workout using squat, military press and kettlebell swings, followed by 20 min of rope skipping 
at 70-80% predicted maximum heart rate; Second session – circuit training (5 rounds) using 
kettlebell swings, clean and press, sumo deadlifts high pull, executing the maximum number of 
repetitions in 1 min with 1 min between exercises. Then, they executed 20 min of rope skipping. After 
the 4-week training significant improvements were found for the strength training group but not for 
the regular strength training group. Concerning muscle power, the strength training group improve 
the SJ power (pre: 1195 ± 122.5 W; post: 1230 ± 6 W), right (pre: 10.5 ± 0.9 m/s; post: 11.6 ± 0.8 
m/s) and left arm medicine ball throw velocity (pre: 9.8 ± 0.6 m/s; post: 10.3 ± 0.9 m/s), 10 m sprint 
time (pre: 1.95 ± 0.06 s; post: 1.88 ± 0.05 s), and 2-m 75 kg dummy take down (pre: 0.96 ± 0.1 s; post: 
0.74 ± 0.01 s). Moreover, these post-training values were better than those presented by the regular 
training group. Therefore, low-volume high-intensity training was more appropriate to improve 
muscle power performance of MMA athletes. 
6. Means and methods for the development of muscle power in combat sports athletes 
A training session aimed at the muscle power development can be described by the acute 
variables of the program, as follow description. 
6.1. Exercise choice 
The choice of exercises that will compose the training sessions involves many decisions, from 
the equipment to be used to the type of muscle action [95]. The number of joint angles and possible 
exercises to be performed are almost infinite. Additionally, we know that when a muscle is not 
activated, it will not undergo any type of adaptation and, consequently, will not contribute to a better 
performance. For this reason, the choice of exercises should be a careful analysis of the athlete's 
needs in face of the requirements of the modality practiced [95]. 
In combat sports, complex movements are often performed, which includes jumps and twists 
[27,60,96,97]. In the application of some techniques, usually, each member is performing a different 
action, sometimes in different directions. For this reason, the exercises to be used in the training 
session should stress the muscles that are activated during the match, preferably at specific joint 
angles and muscle actions. Thus, to choose the exercises, an analysis is necessary, initially responding 
to some questions that affect the elaboration of the program. These questions are [98]: 
1. What are the metabolic demands? 
2. What are the biomechanical demands? 
3. What are the main injury sites for a specific combat sport and the athlete's injuries history? 
Among the main exercises used for the development of muscle power are the traditional, 
ballistic, plyometric and Olympic weightlifting style and its variations [4], as exemplified in Table 4. 
Table 4: The main exercises used for muscle power training routines. 
Exercises for muscle power development Weightlifting derivatives Ballistic exercises 
Snatch Power snatch Bench Press 
Clean and Jerk Power clean Pull 
 Clean  Squat 
 Snatch pull  
 Hang clean  
 Jerk  
6.2. Traditional resistance training exercises  
The most commonly used strength exercises in a training program are the back squat and 
bench press. These exercises are relevant in the early stages of the training program or for athletes 
who have low levels of strength [4]. However, it has been suggested that as soon as muscle strength 
and power levels increase, the effectiveness of this exercise decreases [4]. 
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During training with traditional strength exercises, there is a deceleration in the final phase 
of the movement [99,100]. For example, during bench press exercise, the duration of the deceleration 
phase represented 14% of the total time with 104% of 1RM, 23% with 100% of 1RM and 52% with 
80% of 1RM [99]. When the bench press exercise was performed in an explosive manner with 45% 
of 1RM, the deceleration phase lasted 40% of the total movement [100]. This fact is contrary to what 
happens during the application of a combat sport technique, when the movement is accelerated at 
the final phase, and often the athlete projects to complete the execution of the technique. The 
deceleration phase of the movement is explained by the reduction of the activation of the agonist 
musculature and the increase of the activation of the antagonist muscles [100]. As a result of the 
deceleration of movement in the final phase and the lack of specificity with the gestures of the combat 
sports, the transfer can be impaired [4]. 
Although the traditional exercises for strength and power training are important, it will be 
necessary to perform other, more specific, mechanic stimuli so that muscle power continues to be 
developed [4]. 
6.3. Ballistic exercises 
The problem of the deceleration phase is solved with the use of ballistic exercises. Many 
times, the ballistic exercises predict the projection of the implement or the body weight itself at the 
final phase of the movement, eliminating the deceleration. The main exercises used are squats and 
bench press. The intensity in which ballistic exercises are performed varies between 0-80% of 1RM 
obtained during exercises performed in a traditional way [4]. 
Previous studies have compared kinetics, kinematics, and neural activation of the bench press 
exercise performed in a traditional and ballistic manner [100]. Superior performance has been 
observed during ballistic exercise when compared to the same exercise performed in a traditional 
manner. In addition, mean muscle activation during the concentric phase for the pectoralis major, 
anterior deltoid, triceps brachii, and biceps brachii muscles were higher (19%, 34%, 44%, and 27% 
respectively) during the ballistic exercise in comparison to the traditional execution [100]. In 
addition, it was observed that eight-week jump squat exercises involving well-trained athletes 
(volleyball) resulted in improvement in vertical jump compared to the group that performed the 
training using the squat and leg press exercises during the same period [101]. Thus, it seems that the 
use of ballistic exercises helps the athlete in the muscle power production during the 
accomplishment of a specific gesture when compared to the traditional exercises. 
6.4. Plyometric exercises 
Plyometric exercises are characterized by rapid stretch-shorten cycle (SSC) muscle actions 
and used by athletes who need to perform explosive movements during the training routine [4]. The 
most used exercises during a plyometric training session are the deep jumps and some variations of 
jumps with horizontal and vertical component [102,103]. In addition, multiple jumps, single leg, and 
box exercises are performed to increase the overload imposed on the muscle and, consequently, the 
muscle power generated. The basic concept behind plyometric training is to absorb energy during 
the eccentric phase of movement and move to the concentric phase as quickly as possible, avoiding 
loss of energy as heat [9]. For example, superiority at jump height has been observed during CMJ as 
compared with SJ, starting from knee flexion at 90º [104]. This difference in performance has been 
attributed to the characteristic of each jump. While the SJ is purely concentric, in the CMJ an eccentric 
phase and a rapid transition to the concentric phase are performed. The reactive force index is 
influenced by the height of the jump and by the individual's training state, with athletes achieving the 
best performance. 
Traditionally, plyometric exercises are performed with little or no external overload [102]. 
When some overload is used, usually medicine ball, the goal is to potentiate energy absorption during 
the eccentric phase of the stretching-shortening cycle [4,5,102,103]. Another resource used for the 
same purpose is to increase the height of the deep jump [4,5]. Table 5 shows different classifications 
to be used for the prescription of plyometric exercises. 
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Table 5: Classification of plyometric exercises (Adapted from Bompa [105]). 
Exercise Type Exercise Intensity 







High reactivity jumps Maximal 5-8 x 10-20 120-150 8-10min 
Drop Jumps Very High 5-15 x 5-15 75-100 5-7min 
Multiple jumps Sub-maximal 3-25 x 5-15 50-250 3-5min 
Low reactivity jumps Moderate 10-25 x 10-25 150-250 3-5min 
Low impact, jumps in place,  
throwing implements 
Low 10-30 x 10-15 50-300 2-3min 
6.5. Olympic weightlifting exercises and its derivatives 
Weightlifting exercises are the snatch and clean and jerk [106]. These exercises are used in 
training programs for athletes of various modalities [18,79,107]. Olympic weightlifting exercises and 
their derivatives are proposed as efficient for the development of muscle power [108]. These 
exercises are chosen by the great power generated during their execution [11,106]. This 
characteristic is a result of the acceleration generated during the entire propulsive phase of the 
movement [109,110]. Musculoskeletal changes are also attributed to the use of strength and power 
exercises, including Olympic weightlifting [4,5,106]. Among these changes are the modification of 
type IIx fibers to type IIA, increase in maximal strength and muscle hypertrophy, especially type II 
fibers. Type II fibers have a great capacity to generate muscle power and strength, superior to type I 
fibers [111–114]. The athletes involved in modalities in which the main characteristic is power, on 
average, 53% to 65% of type II fibers in the vastus lateralis muscle [115–122]. However, untrained 
subjects have the same percentage distribution of type II fibers, the difference is that in athletes the 
cross-sectional area of the muscle is larger [116,117,121,122]. This feature allows athletes to achieve 
superior performance in power tests and is desired by athletes of various sports, including combat 
sports. However, it is worth mentioning that there is no study performed with athletes of the combat 
sports. In fact, few studies have investigated the effectiveness of training for muscle power using 
Olympic weightlifting exercises. 
It is not the purpose of this text to demonstrate the technique of movement of Olympic 
weightlifting exercises. The technical description of Olympic weightlifting exercises can easily be 
found in the specialized literature [106,123]. The main objective of this session is to present 
information that may be useful when planning and selecting the exercises that will be used by the 
combat sports athletes. 
6.6. Complex exercises 
Complex training is performed with the aim of stimulating adaptations for muscle strength 
and power in the same training session [124]. Complex training involves the combination of an 
exercise performed at high-intensity followed by an exercise performed with low overload, using 
biomechanically similar movements, in each set [125]. An example of a complex exercise in judo is to 
perform the squat exercise followed by the seoi-nage technique; another example applied to striking 
combat sports is the execution of bench press exercise followed by a punch technique. 
In one of the first literature reviews on the subject, Ebben and Watts [126] made 
recommendations on the prescription of complex training. Subsequently, several studies have 
investigated the acute effect of complex training on performance. Among the manipulated variables 
are mainly the training intensity [16,127] and the interval between conditioning activity (e.g., 
strength exercise) and the conditioned activity (e.g., main activity) [127–135]. There is evidence that 
complex training can improve maximal strength and 20-m sprint speed when the complex training 
is applied for more than 4 weeks [136]. Therefore, complex training can provide positive benefits to 
key elements of power (i.e., maximal strength and speed), but no chronic study using combat sports 
athletes was found. 
Complex training has been used among athletes practicing striking [16] and grappling combat 
sports [15]. In the study performed with taekwondo athletes, the complex training was superior to 
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the others in improving the performance during the accomplishment of the task using specific 
gestures of the modality, the frequency speed of kick test (FSKT) [16]. However, although there was 
an improvement in performance during FSKT, there was no improvement in performance during 
CMJ. This result was attributed to the lack of CMJ specificity for the modality. However, another study 
using a combination of low- (1 x 3 rep) versus high-volume (3 x 3 rep) and low- (50% of 1RM) versus 
high-intensity (90% of 1RM) strength conditioning activities did not find any improvement in the 
CMJ or FSKT performance when 10-min rest intervals were used [137].  
Aandahl et al. [138] submitted 16 striking combat sport athletes to a 10-min warm-up 
followed either by 10 kicks using an elastic band (30 N resistance in the initial and 60 N in the final 
kick phases) or not, and after 5-8 min tested their roundhouse kick performance. Foot kicking 
velocity increased 3.3% when the elastic band was used, which was explained by the increased 
muscle activity in the vastus medialis (35.2%) and rectus femoris (43.9%) in this condition. These 
results that the use of elastic band in combat sport-specific conditioning activity can also improve 
kick performance.  
The study carried out with judo athletes aimed to investigate the effect of different strength 
and power exercises on performance during a specific judo test [15]. The specific test was the Special 
Judo Fitness Test (SJFT). This test is divided into three periods: (A) 15 s, (B) 30 s, and (C) 30 s, with 
10 s interval between periods. It was observed an increase in performance in the first period after 
performing 10 sets of three jumps with 30-s intervals between sets and 3-min interval before 
executing the SJFT (6.4 ± 0.5 throws) compared to the control condition (5.7 ± 0.5 throws). The best 
test index (13.58 ± 0.72) occurred after performing the complex exercise, being lower than the index 
obtained after the plyometric exercise (14.51 ± 0.54); lower index represents a better performance 
in this test. However, it is worth noting that the test index is also influenced by the heart rate after 
the test, which may have been more determinant for the final test result than the number of throws 
performed. 
Lum [139] compared a regular judo-specific warm-up, a lower-body conditioning activity (3 
x 5 standing broad jump) and a lower- and upper-body conditioning activity (2 x 5 standing broad 
jump plus 2 x 5 elastic band pull simulating the kuzushi phase of a judo throwing technique) on the 
high pull test performance and on the SJFT performance. The interval between these procedures and 
the high pull test was 5-min long, and between this test and the SJFT a 2-min interval was given. RPE 
was lower after the two conditioning activities compared with the traditional warm-up. The results 
indicated that the combined lower- and upper-body conditioning activity improved the high pull test 
power compared with the traditional warm-up, whereas both conditioning activities resulted in 
higher number of throws (lower-body: 5.3 ± 0.6 rep; lower- and upper-body: 5.3 ± 0.5 rep) in the set 
A of SJFT compared with the traditional warm-up (4.9 ± 0.5 rep). This study confirmed that the use 
of complex training can improve acute judo-specific performance. 
Boxers, karate and to a lesser degree taekwondo athlete (because they use few punches, ~ 
2% [140]), can benefit from the use of complex exercises for the upper limbs. An example of a 
complex exercise for the upper limbs is to perform the bench press exercise first, followed by push-
ups. Another example is the bench press, followed by specific punching actions. 
Some indications for the prescription of complex training aimed at the acute improvement of 
performance are presented in the literature [55,141]. These studies indicate the most appropriate 
situation to achieve an acute improvement in performance (Table 6). 
Table 6: Characteristics needed for the prescription of complex training aiming at the acute improvement of 
acute performance (Based on Gouvêa et al. [141], Wilson et al. [55]). 
Variable Better performance 
Training status Athletes 
Muscle action performed Dynamic for lower limbs 
Exercise intensity Moderate (60-84% of 1RM) 
Volume Multiple sets 
Rest interval between stimuli 3-10 min 
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The use of strength and power exercises may benefit the athletes when performing the 
specific gesture [23,28]. In combat sports, the ability to perform force quickly is often more important 
than reaching maximum force. In striking combat sports such as boxing, karate, and taekwondo the 
techniques are applied quickly, as can be seen in Table 7 and, if the athlete is trained to perform 
powerful movements, he/she may win the combat. 
Table 7: Characteristics of different blows according to the combat sport. 
Reference Action Linear velocity (m/s) Duration (s) 
Karate    
Diacu [142] Junzuki 5.7 – 9.8 - 
 Otoshiuke 10 − 14 - 
 Shutouke 10 − 14 - 
 Mae-geri 9.9 – 14.4 - 
 Yoko-geri 9.9 – 14.4 - 
 Mawashi-geri 9.5 – 11.0 - 
 Ushiro-geri 10.6 – 12.0 - 
Chiu and Shiang [143] Reverse punch (Gyaku Zuki) 14.7 - 
 Straight punch (Oi Zuki) 10.6 - 
Gianino [144] Reverse punch (Gyaku Zuki) 13.0 - 
 Straight punch (Oi Zuki) 10.0 - 
Daniel and LiviuRazvan [145] Reverse punch (Gyaku Zuki) 8.2 - 
 Kizame Zuki 6.8 - 
Cesari and Bertucco [146] Tate Zuki Athletes: 7.8 - 
  Novices: 6.5 - 
Smith 1983 Straight punch (direct) vmean 11.5 - 
Taekwondo    
Pearson [147] Semicircle Kick 14.6 - 
Pieter and Pieter [148] Semicircle Kick 15.9 - 
Serina and Lieu [149] Semicircle Kick 15.5 - 
Conkel et al. (31) Semicircle Kick 13.4 - 
Svoboda et al. [150] Straight punch (direct) vmax 8.4 - 
  vmean 8.0  - 
Boxe    
Walilko et al. [151] Straight punch (direct) Vmáx: 13.4 - 
  Vmean: 9.1 - 
Tong-Iam et al. [152] Straight punch (direct) Vmáx: 6.6 - 
  Vmean: 6.3 - 
House and Cowan [153] Straight punch (direct) vmax 8.1 - 
  vmean 7.0 - 
Cheraghi et al. [154] Straight punch (direct) vmax 9.4 - 
  vmean 7.8 - 
Bingul et al. [155] Straight punch (direct) vmean 5.3 - 
Kimm and Thiel [156] Straight punch (direct) vmean 8.1 - 
Atha et al. [157] Straight punch (direct) vmax 8.9 - 
Kung fu    
Neto et al. [158] Palm strike vmax 5.8 - 
  vmean 5.5 - 
Judo    
Blais, Trilles, Lacouture [159] Morote-seoı-nage - 1.14 
 Imbalance (Kuzushi)  - 0.56 
 Prepation (Tsukuri)  - 0.42 
 Execution (Kake)  - 0.16 
6.7. Exercise order 
Among the variables that are reported in this chapter, the order of exercises is certainly the 
less studied. For many years the recommendation on the order of the exercises was to perform the 
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exercises intended for the large muscle groups before the exercises for smaller muscle groups 
[13,160,161]. Another recommendation is that multi-joint exercises should be performed before 
mono-articular ones [160,161]. This recommendation was made because when a smaller muscle 
group, considered secondary in some movements, or a mono-articular exercise is performed before, 
there is a possibility that the training may be less effective for the primary muscle due to the reduced 
ability to maintain performance during the sets executed at the end of the session [13,162]. However, 
few studies have investigated these recommendations with the use of protocols involving exercises 
for muscle power development [162,163]. 
Another recommendation based on the practical experience of the training relates to the 
performance of exercises in a priority way, that is, if the training for muscle power is the main 
objective of the training session, it must be performed first. This design allows the athlete to perform 
the training aimed at muscle power without fatigue, which could hinder the development of 
maximum power. On the other hand, in some moments it may be interesting for the combat sports 
athletes to train power in a situation of fatigue, since many times, several actions are carried out 
during the same match and several matches in a day of competition [46–49,52]. 
Another situation in which the exercise should be performed at the beginning of the training 
session is when it is being improved or even learned [13]. This situation will allow the athlete to 
perform the movement without limitations caused by muscle fatigue. 
Finally, training for muscle power involves performing multi-joint exercises in an explosive 
manner, which will be best performed if they are performed at the beginning of the training session 
[4,5]. Inappropriate sequencing of the training session aiming at muscle power may compromise the 
athlete's performance and shorten the training session [164]. An example of the contents that can be 
worked on in the same training session is presented in Table 8. 
Table 8: Contents to be combined in the same training session (Based on Haff and Haff, [164]). 
Primary purpose Secondary purpose 
Muscle Power Endurance 
Muscle Power Velocity 
Muscle Power Agility 
Muscle Power Maximal strength 
Technical training Muscle power 
Usually, the exercises used to train athletes' muscle power are multi-articular because they 
resemble what happens during sports practice. In addition, these movements generate a high speed 
of execution and require inter- and intra-muscle coordination [11]. 
6.8. Exercise intensity 
The load to be used during training intended for muscle power development is another point 
of discussion. In general, athletes begin to perform exercises with more intense loads and as training 
progresses, they use lighter loads and less training volume [160,161,165]. This strategy aims to 
create the necessary conditions for the manifestation of the best performance during the 
competition. Muscle power is highly dependent on the athlete's ability to develop a high amount of 
force, and this is evident from studies that show a strong positive correlation (r = 0.77 to 0.94) 
between peak power and maximum strength [166]. 
Training for muscle power at high loads is based on the principle of size. This principle is 
based on the size or caliber of the motoneuron, it is said that the fibers innervated by low-caliber 
neurons are activated earlier than the high-caliber neurons [167]. Additionally, on the lack of 
specificity regarding the speed of execution of the movement, it has been said that athletes should 
have the intention of performing the movement quickly, even if this does not happen [29,168,169]. 
Exercise performed in this way can improve muscle power [29]. However, the results are still 
controversial in the literature [29,168,169]. This difference can perhaps be attributed to the 
characteristics of the movements used in the studies. Punches and kicks are complex, multi-articular 
movements [29] and require greater motor coordination than the mono-articular movements of 
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plantar back flexion, which was the movement used in the study in which there was an improvement 
in muscle power in these training conditions [168]. 
Training using lighter loads or intensity is based on the specificity principle, assuming that 
athletes can obtain better results if they train with loads with which they generate the greatest 
muscle power. In this sense, winning karate athletes differ from defeated athletes by generating 
higher muscle power with lighter loads (30% of 1RM), but not with the use of slightly higher loads 
(60% of 1RM) [74]. 
An aspect that should be considered when choosing the intensity used, in addition to the 
phase of the periodization in which the athlete is, is that if the strength component is prioritized the 
improvement will occur in the portion of the force in the force-velocity curve. If the velocity is 
prioritized, the improvement will occur at the portion of velocity in the force-velocity curve. And 
finally, we can suggest that the use of the optimal load to improve the portion of maximal power in 
the force-velocity curve. This load improves maximum strength too, but to a lesser degree compared 
with percentages closer to the maximal loads [59,170]. 
Another strategy suggested for the development of muscle power is the training with mixed 
intensity stimulus [4,11,171]. If we imagine that the use of high loads will further affect the portion 
of the force and that lower loads will affect the speed portion of the force-velocity curve more, we 
may suggest that training with mixed loads over a period will also be beneficial for the development 
of power muscular. Harris et al. [172] compared loads that maximized force (80% of 1RM), loads that 
maximized muscle power generation (30% of peak isometric force), and the combination of both for 
lower limbs training. After twelve weeks of training, the group that utilized loads that maximized 
muscle strength did not improve performance during the vertical jump (cm), average vertical jump 
power (W), peak vertical jump power (W), or standing long jump (m). However, for training loads 
that maximized muscle power generation and the group that used combined loads, the peak vertical 
jump power (W) (2.5% and 2.6%, respectively) and vertical jump (2.3 cm and 1.8 cm, respectively) 
were improved. 
In any case, it is necessary to use exercises with different characteristics throughout the 
competitive season. This is because muscle power is dependent on the integration between force and 
velocity. In this way, the athlete can improve his performance if there is an improvement in one or 
both of these characteristics. At the beginning of the season, the athlete can benefit from the use of 
exercises that generate higher muscle power with higher loads, such as the power clean and the hang 
power clean, and later use the exercises that generate greater muscle power with intermediate loads 
or as in the case of squat and jumping exercises respectively. Or even work with a greater range of 
intensity in a given exercise. For example, perform the squat exercise with intensity between 40% 
and 70% of 1RM (percentage in which the highest power is generated in that exercise). 
An alternative is to work simultaneously with different exercises at different percentages of 
1RM. For example, in Table 9 it is suggested to perform exercises with different characteristics and 
intensities, which will emphasize different portions of the force-velocity curve. 
Table 9: Example of exercises performed with different intensities and the emphasis given in the force-
velocity curve (Adapted from Haff and Nimphius [170]). 
Exercise Series x Reps Load (% de 1RM) Emphasis 
Power clean 3 x 5 75-85 Strength 
Back Squat 3 x 5 80-85 Strength 
Jump Squat 3 x 5 0-30 Velocity 
Drop Jump 3 x 5 0 Velocity 
Finally, it is expected that athletes will be able to transfer the achieved performance and 
generate the greatest muscle power during the performance of a specific gesture. The explanation 
for expecting this effect is that if during planning the two portions of the force-velocity curve are 
stimulated both will be improved [101,172–179]. Another practical application is that specific 
movement has a specific coordination and therefore should be introduced in strength-training to 
improve power in sport-specific actions. 
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6.9. Repetitions, number of sets, intensity and rest interval between sets and exercises 
The production of muscle power is associated with the quality with which each repetition is 
performed [180]. Traditionally, it is recommended to perform 3 to 6 sets and 1 to 8 repetitions of a 
given exercise in training sessions designed to develop muscle power [17,18,160,161]. 
Initially, the effect of the number of sets, repetitions and the way in which they can be 
performed aiming the development of muscle power will be approached. In general, the sets are a 
group of repetitions, carried out without interruption, that is, without rest. In turn, repetition is 
defined as the execution of a complete movement, concentric and eccentric phases, of an exercise. To 
date, all studies conducted with combat sports athletes have used this configuration of repetitions 
and sets for the development of acute [15,16] and chronic muscle power [28,91]. It has been observed 
that increasing the number of repetitions results in higher concentrations of blood lactate [181] 
(Figure 20). Increased blood lactate is associated with the increase of the hydrogen ions (H+), which 
is indicated as one of the causes of fatigue [182–184]. However, it does not seem to affect the 
manifestation of muscle power during the match [36,46,48,49,52]. But the temporal structure seems 
to be important so that powerful techniques can be carried out for a longer time, as it will be 
necessary to recover or to avoid the depletion of the energy supplies to continue the task so that the 
gesture is executed in perfect conditions and with power. 
 
Figure 20: Accumulation of lactate in the power clean exercise according to the volume (Adapted from Date 
et al. [181]). 
Some recent studies have suggested that the use of new methods for performing repetitions 
within the same sets may alter the performance of athletes wishing to develop muscle power 
[180,185–187]. Based on some scientific evidence, it is possible to suggest that the performance of 
sets with inter-repetition intervals and sets with clustered repetitions could benefit athletes who 
practice sports in which the ability to perform movements with muscle power is important 
[180,188], as is the case of combat sports. The effect of introducing pause between repetitions 
between equated sessions regarding volume, intensity and total rest was investigated in judo athletes 
[189]. Two groups were compared, one which trained up to set failure and another with no failure. 
The set failure group executed 3 sets to failure of parallel back squat with 4 repetitions at maximum 
load, and a rest of 3 min between the sets. The no set failure group performed the same but total 
resting time was distributed among individual repetitions. The authors reported that the no set 
failure group showed an 18.94% (~17.98) higher average mean propulsive velocity during the 
session (0.42 ± 0.04 vs. 0.35 ± 0.08 m.s-1), lower blood lactate concentration after session (maximum 
average value 1.52 ± 0.77 vs. 3.95 ± 1.82 mmol/L-1) and higher mean propulsive velocity with load 
corresponding to maximum propulsive power (mean propulsive velocity immediately after session 
0.64 ± 0.09 vs. 0.59 ± 0.12 m.s-1) compared with the set failure group [189]. Therefore, the 
distribution of rest interval between repetitions can change the performance of judo athletes using 
same total rest interval and equated volume. 
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Figure 21: Rating of perceived exertion after the traditional sets and inter-repetition interval (Adapted from 
Hardee et al. [188]). 
As the ability to generate muscle power goes down rapidly after performing few repetitions, 
something between 5-9 repetitions [180,190], it is likely that performing sets with inter-repetition 
interval and cluster will generate less muscle fatigue. In addition, the reduction of phosphocreatine 
(PCr) stores is less pronounced during the inter-repetition and cluster sets when compared to the 
traditional sets. In addition, it is possible that the intervals used between each repetition or between 
each cluster allow some recovery of the PCr stores and, consequently, an increase in performance 
related to the generation of strength and muscle power. In Figure 22, 23 and 24 we can compare a 
theoretical model of what can happen with the generation of muscle power after the execution of the 
traditional and cluster sets [185]. Unlike the traditional sets, the cluster-type sets provide some time 
intervals between the repetitions or grouped repetitions, usually something between 5s and 45s 
[186,187]. For example, the athlete performs 6 repetitions with 60% of 1RM with the 20s of interval 
every two repetitions, as shown in Equation 1. We can use the same example by changing the 
intensity and using percentages of body mass for the prescription, according to the information 
presented in Equation 2. This type of training may be adequate in some moments of the physical 
preparation process of the athletes when performing the exercise with reduced fatigue is desirable 
[180,186,187]. It has been mentioned that exercises using cluster sets generate less fatigue by 
allowing some muscle metabolic recovery. This process can result in training sessions with the 
accomplishment of technically more appropriate gestures when compared to the exercises 
performed in a fatigued condition. 
 
Figure 22: Theoretical model of muscle power generated during traditional sets (Adapted from Haff et al. 
[185]). 
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Figure 23: Theoretical model of muscle power generated during cluster sets (Adapted from Haff et al. [185]). 
 
Figure 24: Theoretical model of muscle power generated during traditional, cluster and undulating cluster 
sets (Adapted from Haff et al. [185]). 
 
Equation (1). Example of training prescription using cluster type sets and percentages of one-repetition 
maximum (1RM). 
 
Equation (2). Example of training prescription using cluster type sets and percentages of the athlete's body 
mass. 
In addition, cluster-type sets can help reduce another problem. Athletes who are divided by 
weight categories, as in the case of combat sports, generally expect to improve their performance by 
performing muscle power training. However, in most cases these athletes do not wish to gain weight, 
resulting from strength training. A large variety can be created when using cluster sets, however, in 
addition to the standard cluster sets, previously presented, there are other variations denominated 
as undulatory, increasing and decreasing pyramids. These variations can be applied during the 
training sessions, with the intention of attending to the oscillations that may occur during a combat. 
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One possibility of manipulation of the cluster type sets is the undulating sets. In this model, 
the variation of the load between two or more intensities is foreseen. An example of cluster sets is 
exemplified in Equation 3. 
 
Equation (3). Undulating cluster sets. 
The pyramidal cluster sets are performed with an increase in intensity to an apex, stipulated 
according to the objectives of the training session, followed by a reduction until returning to the load 
initially used. An example of a pyramidal cluster sets can be seen in Equation 4. 
 
Equation (4). Pyramid cluster sets. 
In the ascending model the load increases with each cluster, reaching the highest load at the 
end of the sets, that is, the last cluster set. An example of ascending cluster sets can be seen in 
Equation 5. 
 
Equation (5). Ascending cluster sets. 
The descending load model starts with the highest load and is reduced to each cluster within 
a set. A descending cluster sets model can be observed in Equation 6. 
 
Equation (6). Descending cluster sets. 
 The complex spherical cluster model is presented in the following figure. In this model, the 
intensity and number of repetitions in each cluster are predicted, as shown in Equation 7. 
 
Equation (7). Complex undulating cluster sets. 
The interval applied between the repetitions during the execution of cluster sets varies 
according to the purpose of the training session and the phase of the periodization in which the 
athletes are. For example, shorter intervals between one cluster set and another may be more 
indicated when the purpose of the training session or period is to work the strength-endurance or 
under the greatest fatigue condition. When the goal is the development of muscle power, longer 
intervals (30s to 45s) between one cluster set and another may be more appropriate. In Table 10 we 
can observe inter-repetition interval suggestions during the realization of cluster sets according to 
the objective. It is worth mentioning that the figures presented in the table are only suggestions, 
understanding that a great variety of combinations is possible. 
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Table10: Inter-repetition interval suggestion according to the training objective (Adapted from Haff [186]). 
Interval between-repetitions Purpose 
5-15s Strength and muscle power endurance 
15-30s Development of muscle power 
30-45s Maximal muscle power 
In a recent study, Moreno et al. [180] had the objective to investigate the effect of the use of 
cluster type sets compared with the traditional sets. Sets with a total volume of 20 repetitions of a 
plyometric exercise were performed, applying the recovery interval in different ways regarding the 
interval duration and clustering the repetitions, as presented in Equation 8. They demonstrated 
power maintenance, take-off velocity (TOV) and jump height with the accomplishment of the cluster 
set 2 followed by a rest interval of 10s. Therefore, this may be a good strategy when the goal is to 
develop muscle power with the use of plyometric exercises. 
 
Equation (8). Experimental design used by Moreno et al. [180]. 
Although we are not aware of any studies that have used cluster-type sets to develop muscle 
strength and power in the training of athletes involved with combat sports, this form of training could 
be used during sessions, aiming at the development of muscle power and technical quality of 
execution of the movement [2,191]. In general, it seems that the use of cluster sets is more adequate 
when the development of muscle power is the main objective. Traditional sets are preferable if the 
goal is to generate greater muscle hypertrophy or higher levels of maximum strength. 
6.10 Rest interval between sets 
The execution of multiple sets has been demonstrated to be superior to the execution of a 
single set for the strength and power development [192,193]. However, the execution of multiple 
series depends on the athlete's ability to perform the movement with good quality, in a consecutive 
way. The ability to sustain the execution of multiple sets is dependent on the time interval applied 
between the sets. The duration of the recovery interval between the sets allows recovery of the 
energy systems (e.g., adenosine triphosphate [ATP] and PCr), allowing recovery for the production 
of muscle strength [194,195]. 
The recovery interval applied between sets depends on the purpose of the training. In 
general, intervals between 2-8 minutes between sets are recommended when the training session 
aims to train muscle power [160,161,196,197]. However, it is worth noting that in addition to the 
training objective, other factors should influence the coach's decision on the interval to be applied. 
7. Final considerations 
In this chapter, suggestions were presented for the development of training aimed at 
developing muscle power for combat sports athletes. In this sense, several means and methods were 
approached in order to extend the possibilities of application, as well as the specificity of the training 
session. For highly trained athletes it is important to consider the specificity of the modality so that 
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the athlete improves muscle power in a specific gesture. Among the means and training methods 
presented, it seems that those involving ballistic, elastic and complex gestures cause positive changes 
by using technical gestures with the same pattern of movement. However, the development and 
possibility of transfer of muscle power should be further investigated in the future. 
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